CELEBRATING THE WORK OF DR. PAT WOLFF

FROM SOIL TO SACHET
Meds & Food For Kids VIRTUAL GALA

FEBRUARY 27TH, 2021

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AND BENEFITS

PLATINUM SPONSOR >>> $25,000
- Saves the lives of 362 kids
- $24,950 contributed directly to the mission
- Haitian-themed graze box for two delivered to your door before the event
- Live event verbal recognition
- Company logo on the invitation, live event presentation and MFK website
- Full-page, color ad in the MFK gala program (inside cover)
- Sponsor highlight included in MFK Newsletter
- Sponsor highlight and link on the MFK website
- Acknowledgement on all MFK social media channels

DIAMOND SPONSOR >>> $15,000
- Saves the lives of 217 kids
- $14,950 contributed directly to the mission
- Haitian-themed graze box for two delivered to your door before the event
- Live event verbal recognition
- Company logo on the invitation, live event presentation and MFK website
- Full-page, color ad in the MFK gala program
- Acknowledgement on all MFK social media channels

GOLD SPONSOR >>> $10,000
- Saves the lives of 144 kids
- $9,950 contributed directly to the mission
- Haitian-themed graze box for two delivered to your door before the event
- Live event verbal recognition
- Company logo on the invitation, live event presentation and MFK website
- Half-page, color ad in the MFK gala program
- Acknowledgement on all MFK social media channels

SILVER SPONSOR >>> $5,000
- Saves the lives of 72 kids
- $5,000 contributed directly to the mission
- Company logo on the invitation, live event presentation and MFK website
- Sponsorship listing in the MFK gala program

BRONZE SPONSOR >>> $3,000
- Saves the lives of 43 kids
- $3,000 contributed directly to the mission
- Company logo on the invitation, live event presentation and MFK website
- Sponsorship listing in the MFK gala program

COPPER SPONSOR >>> $1,500
- Saves the lives of 22 kids
- $1,500 contributed directly to the mission
- Company logo on the invitation, live event presentation and MFK website
- Sponsorship listing in the MFK gala program
YOUR SUPPORT HAS IMPACT

1 OUT OF 5 CHILDREN IN HAITI IS MALNOURISHED
Treat 338,922 Haitian children and 488,469 children worldwide.

66% OF HAITIAN CHILDREN SUFFER FROM ANEMIA
Supplement 54,456 children with Vita Mamba, our daily nutritious snack packed with energy, protein, fatty acids, and essential vitamins.

59% OF HAITIANS LIVE ON $2.42/DAY AND 23% OF HAITIANS LIVE ON $1.12/DAY
Employ 66 Haitians who earn a decent wage and benefits, including 3 weeks of vacation, health insurance and a daily meal at the factory.

50% OF THE HAITIAN LABOR FORCE RELIES ON AGRICULTURE
Provide education, support and mechanized soil preparation to over 2,400 farmers to help create a sustainable market for their crops.
Meds & Food for Kids is dedicated to meeting the essential nutritional needs of malnourished children, pregnant and nursing women and schoolchildren using Ready-To-Use Therapeutic Foods (RUTFs) produced in our factory in Cap-Haitien, Haiti. By transferring skills and knowledge to our Haitian workers and engaging farmers in order to source local raw materials. We break the cycle of poverty and sustainably stimulate economic development.

MFK works to transform the lives of malnourished children and mothers in Haiti. By reversing the devastating effects of malnutrition, children are given a second chance to thrive physically and cognitively and contribute to their country’s future. Our vision is that one day, Haitian children will receive optimum nutrition from conception to adulthood.

ORGANIZATIONS THAT CURRENTLY SUPPORT MFK

Albrecht Family Foundation
Arkema
Barnes Jewish Hospital
Bel Cleaning Services
Burns & McDonnell
Carlton Werremeyster
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company
Chouteau Building Group, LLC
Clayco
Edward Jones
Emerson
GAIN
Greater Goods
The Harlan Company
Inspire PR & Events
The International Companies
Icon Mechanical
Ironman Sound Industries
Korein Tillery
Larson Farms
Matchbox Design Group
Moneta Group Charitable Foundation
Novus International
Patriot Machine
Sedey Harper Westhoff P.C.
Stein Framing
Stone, Leyton & Gershman
UNICEF Global
UNICEF Haiti
Urban League of Metropolitan St. Louis
USAID
Washington Orthopaedics
and Sports Medicine

THANK YOU!
YES WE WOULD LIKE TO SPONSOR THE 2021 MFK FROM SOIL TO SACHET VIRTUAL GALA: CELEBRATING THE WORK OF DR. PAT WOLFF.

SELECT A SPONSORSHIP LEVEL

○ Platinum Sponsor - $25,000 ($24,950 tax-deductible as allowed)
○ Gold Sponsor - $10,000 ($9,950 tax-deductible as allowed)
○ Silver Sponsor - $5,000 ($5,000 tax-deductible as allowed)
○ Bronze Sponsor - $3,000 ($3,000 tax-deductible as allowed)
○ Copper Sponsor - $1,500 ($1,500 tax-deductible as allowed)

PAYMENT INFORMATION

○ Check enclosed (Please make payable to MFK)
○ Please charge my credit card
○ Please send me an invoice
○ We are unable to attend the MFK Gala but want to make a 100% tax-deductible contribution of $ ______________
○ AMEX ○ MASTERCARD ○ DISCOVER ○ VISA

PLEASE PRINT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

SPONSOR NAME AS IT SHOULD APPEAR IN PRINT

CONTACT

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

PHONE FAX

EMAIL ADDRESS

PLEASE MAIL OR FAX THIS COMPLETED FORM TO: Rachelle Thomas, Director of Development & Communications Meds & Food for Kids | 8050 Watson Rd., Suite 355 | St. Louis, MO 63119 314.799.9072 rthomas@mikhaiti.org

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING TO MAKE AN IMPACT